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Concert Manager’s Report to the 2021 LOMVC AGM. 

 

This my 9th Concert Manager Report to a Leigh Orpheus AGM covering the period we are reporting 
on at this AGM, the last Financial Year – April 2020 to March 2021. 

My report would normally record the impressive number of concerts we had performed and times 
we had appeared in public – typically 14 times. And the trips we had made to sing with other choirs 
and other choirs’ visits to us. 

But, of course, this year has been very different to normal. The pandemic has meant that we have 
had to adapt to a new normal. 

It was disappointing not to have been able to perform in our usual range of venues, and especially 
not to have performed with the Essex Concert Orchestra at the Mill Hall, Rayleigh, not to have 
travelled to Gloucestershire on tour and not to have hosted a joint concert with the Snowdown 
Colliery Male Voice Choir. 

However, one of the several strengths of the Leigh Orpheus is a determination to carry on and 
‘keep the show on the road’. So, all was not lost. Because we were able to quickly adapt to 
successful virtual rehearsing we could stay together and continue to perform together. 

Our Virtual Performance of ‘You Raise Me Up’ tested us to the limit! How difficult was it to keep to 
our own line, singing along with a backing track of a single soloist from our Section, rather than 
singing our line supported by many of our colleagues around us?! The contributions of those of us 
who took part were massively enhanced by Jan’s work ensuring that an appropriate quality was 
maintained and by the squillions of hours Ron Circus devoted to editing individual tracks so that 
they were all in sync. The result? A performance to be proud of, which we put out as a YouTube 
track and which generated £2000 in donations which we sent to Haven’s Hospices.  (note to certain 
members: the words within ‘You Raise Me Up’ are NOT ‘my heart will Bernard be’!). 

Our confidence in using Zoom, and its benefits, was further evidenced by two successful Virtual 
Concerts we put on during the year, both receiving much positive and grateful feedback. Our 
Christmas Celebration in December 2020 allowed us to sing so many of those Christmas favourites 
we routinely sing at our physical Christmas Concerts. Then our ‘Day at The Seaside’ with Jan 
allowed us to sing more of our favourites, include some of our new pieces, and have a good old-
fashioned singing experience together. 

Our Virtual Rehearsals have meant that we haven’t stood still and have worked on new material, 
meaning that, when the time is right, we’ll be able to be back on the road, entertaining audiences 
with not only our traditional favourites, but also with some novel material. 

Out of the way, Covid-19. We’re getting ready to get out there! 

Neil Frost 
May 2021. 

 


